Detection of atrial fibrillation (AF), a type of cardiac arrhythmia, is difficult since many cases of AF are usually clinically silent and undiagnosed. In particular paroxysmal AF is a form of AF that occurs occasionally, and has a higher probability of being undetected. In this work, we present an attention based deep learning framework for detection of paroxysmal AF episodes from a sequence of windows. Time-frequency representation of 30 seconds recording windows, over a 10 minute data segment, are fed sequentially into a deep convolutional neural network for image-based feature extraction, which are then presented to a bidirectional recurrent neural network with an attention layer for AF detection. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework for transient AF detection, we use a database of 24 hour Holter Electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings acquired from 2850 patients at the University of Virginia heart station. The algorithm achieves an AUC of 0.94 on the testing set, which exceeds the performance of baseline models. We also demonstrate the cross-domain generalizablity of the approach by adapting the learned model parameters from one recording modality (ECG) to another (photoplethysmogram) with improved AF detection performance. The proposed high accuracy, low false alarm algorithm for detecting paroxysmal AF has potential applications in long-term monitoring using wearable sensors.
INTRODUCTION
Atrial fibrillation (AF), an arrhythmia that arises from irregular atrial contraction, has a prevalence of 2% in the adult population [4, 7] . AF can often lead to dangerous complications such as ischemic stroke and heart failure [53, 58] , but these complications can be treated or can be avoided by anticoagulation and control of heart rate or rhythm [19] . This highlights the need for developing accurate AF detection methods, which would allow for early treatment and diagnosis of AF.
The difficulty in the diagnosis of AF stems from its asymptomatic and paroxysmal nature. Moreover, when it is eventually diagnosed, clinicians must make multifactorial decisions regarding the optimal course of therapeutic interventions, which, among other factors, may require monitoring the burden of AF (defined as the amount of time spent in AF). Clinically, AF is diagnosed by the absence of P waves in the Electrocardiogram (ECG) with a rapid, irregular rhythm. However, clinical adjudication based on ECG alone is difficult in the presence of recording noise and distortion, which is typical in ambulatory monitoring. Over the last four decades, numerous methods have been proposed in the literature for AF detection based on beat-to-beat timing and morphological and frequency domain properties of the ECG. These range from hidden Markov modeling of the beat-to-beat timing [42] , to QRST subtraction and frequency analysis of the residual waveform [54] , as well as many other threshold-based, heuristic and machine learning approaches [13, 28, 34, 44, 56] . More recently, we have developed deep learning approaches applied to cardiac signals recorded in real world noisy environments [51] in an attempt to discover novel patterns indicative of AF. Similar deep learning approaches were subsequently reported (along with many other standard approaches) in the recent PhysioNet Challenge, an international competition focused on the classification of over 10,000 publicly available ECGs [11] . This competition, organized over 9 months, led to 45 publications and 75 independent pieces of software, most of which were open sourced [12] . Notably, this competition provided the first slew of deep learning based ECG rhythm detectors, along with some simultaneous pre-prints. However, all these methods were developed within a standard machine learning paradigm, ignoring the long tracts of non-arrhythmic data that often exist between sporadic episodes of arrhythmia. This leads to wholly optimistic estimates of the performances of these algorithms when applied to long term recordings of several hours or days, and significantly underestimates the false alarm rate. The work presented here addresses the issue of false alarms through the use of an attention model applied to a deep learning framework.
Our goal during the development of the algorithm was three fold:
• To assess whether feature vectors extracted from the deep learning pipeline in combination with time series covariates, extracted using traditional methods and hand-crafted features, can achieve improved performance in comparison to other ECG based approaches. • To test whether employing a soft attention mechanism would improve the performance of the algorithm in the presence of paroxysmal AF, by learning to put more weight on the windows with higher potential prevalence of AF, as opposed to noise and other types of rhythm irregularity. • To empirically evaluate the potential of the model for transfer learning across different source domains. To achieve these objectives, we designed a deep learning model based on a Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BRNN) for detection of AF from a three lead ECG. The proposed model extracts spectral features from ECG signal using wavelet analysis, and a convolutional neural network (CNN) is used to process these spectral features, followed by a BRNN to analyze these features in temporal order to detect AF from 30 second windows spanned over 10 minutes of recording. In addition, we also implement a soft attention mechanism on top of the BRNN to enable the algorithm to prioritize ECG segments that are predictive of AF (given the paroxysmal nature of AF). The entire pipeline of the proposed model is illustrated in Figure 1 .
DATA 2.1 Holter ECG dataset
The dataset consists of 24 hour Holter ECG recordings collected from 2850 patients at the University of Virginia (UVA) Heart Station from 12/2004 to 10/2010. The age of the patients varied from a few months to 100 years, with an average (± standard deviation) value of 47 ± 25 years. AF labels were obtained from an automatic classifier (Philips Holter Software), and each record was examined by a clinical adjudicator to confirm presence or absence of AF. The dataset was found to consist of various heart rhythms including AF, Normal Sinus Rhythm (NSR), and Sinus Rhythm with ectopy.
After excluding segments with a low signal quality index (SQI ) [33] , which accounted for less than 2% of all segments, the remaining recordings were divided into 364,012 10 minute segments. Each such segment was classified as AF if the burden of AF was greater than 5% (i.e. for more than 30 seconds), and Other Rhythm otherwise, however for completeness we also provide results for different burdens of AF. Although, labels obtained from automatic systems can be noisy at the level of beat-by-beat annotation, our goal was to quantify presence of AF over consecutive 10 minute segments, which is less prone to noise due to averaging of labels and removal of low SQI segments. Moreover, we utilize ECG-based AF detection as a starting point for cross-domain transfer learning to demonstrate the utility of using external data and data types. In particular, we use a database of pulsatile photoplethysmogram (PPG) recordings of AF from a smart watch, as described next, for this purpose.
Smart Watch PPG dataset
All subjects were adult patients (18-89 years old) who were hospitalized and were undergoing telemetry monitoring at the Emory University Hospital (EUH), Emory University Hospital Midtown (EUHM), and Grady Memorial Hospital (GMH). The study was approved by the institutional review board (IRB # 00084629) of the Emory University Hospital and Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta, GA. Patients were recruited at random; the rhythms were reviewed by an ECG technician, physician study coordinator, and cardiologist. The study took place from October 2015 through March 2016. Using a modern research watch-based wearable device (the Samsung Simband [48] ), we recorded ambulatory PPG data from 97 subjects, 44 with AF and 53 with other rhythms for approximately 5-10 minutes. Simultaneous 128 Hz data were captured form a single channel ECG, multi-wavelength (8 channel) PPG and a tri-axial accelerometer.
METHODS 3.1 Model Architecture
An overview of the proposed AF detector is shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm included the following stages:
• Data preparation: Splitting longitudinal recordings into nonoverlapping 10 minute multi-channel ECG segments sampled at 200Hz. • Pre-processing: Filtering to reduce and remove noise from the ECG signals, and selecting the channel with the highest SQI . Further split the 10 minute segment to consecutive 30 second windows. Each 10 minute ECG segment was split into 30 second windows, and a CNN was used to extract time-frequency features from the spectrograms obtained from each of the 30 second windows. The output feature vectors from the CNN were then fed sequentially into a BRNN, a soft attention mechanism prioritized the segments of ECG to attend, and then a softmax regression layer detected AF in the ECG segment by combining the deep learning features with other time series covariates.
• Attention layer: Passing the data from the previous step through a soft attention mechanism that assigns more weights to the windows with higher prevalence of AF. • Classification layer: Feeding the weighted feature vector from the attention layer and the time series covariates into a fully connected layer. The classification layer then computes the likelihood of presence of AF in the input ECG segment.
Data preparation and pre-processing
Each ECG channel was lowpass filtered to remove frequencies above 40Hz, using a Butterworth filter of order five. Next, QRS (beat) detection was performed on each channel individually using two QRS detectors -jQRS [5, 25, 26] and waveletQRS [38] and the resultant beats were used to compute the signal quality index bSQI [33] . To remove the noisy segments, we excluded all segments with bSQI < 0.90, which eliminated roughly 2% of the data segments. In the remaining segments, the channel with the highest bSQI was then chosen for further analysis.
Time series covariates
We incorporated several metrics based on beat-to-beat interval variations in our AF detection algorithm. We calculated the standard deviation of the beat-to-beat interval time series (ST D), as well as a robust version of the standard deviation (ST D r ), after discarding the intervals outside the 0.02-0.98 percentile range (we assumed that the extreme intervals were due to erroneous pulse onset detection). We also calculated the sample entropy [46] of the beat-to-beat interval time series with the embedding dimensions of m = 1, and 2 (denoted SampEn 1 and SampEn 2 , respectively). Wavelet transform is an ideal tool for extracting time-frequency information from signals of a non-stationary nature, due to its optimal time-frequency resolution trade-offs [16] . AF is characterized by irregular heart beat rhythms [19] , which can be captured through the spectral analysis of the ECG signal (See Figure 2 ). Shashikumar et al. [51] proposed an AF detection approach that was based on employing wavelet decomposition to extract features from the frequency domain. In our algorithm, the 10 minute segment was split into non-overlapping 30 second windows, and the wavelet transform [51] was applied to each of the windows, resulting in a wavelet spectrogram matrix of size 20 by 300. The hyper-parameters used during the wavelet decomposition were as follows: maximum scale of 20; 1/15 octaves per scale; minimum scale of 8.3; and a down-sampling factor of 20 along the time axis. The mathematics behind the wavelet analysis is well documented in Grinsted et al. [22] . In practice, recording noise and artifacts might corrupt the spectral content present in the signal which makes it difficult to distinguish AF rhythm from the other rhythms. To reduce the effect of the recording noise and other artifacts, we thresholded the spectrograms using surrogate data analysis as described in Shashikumar et al. [51] .
Wavelet decomposition

Convolutional neural network for feature extraction
CNNs have been shown to be very effective in image-based classification tasks [27, 30] due to their translation-invariance properties, ability to capture local features, shared-weights architecture that enhances generalizability [31] . Time-frequency representation of pulsatile cardiac timeseries of NSR and AF tend to exhibit distinct patterns (see Figure 2 ), although the exact location of the dominant frequency depends on the underlying heart rate. The translationinvariance property of the CNN can handle such spectral shifts in the patterns of interest. Our CNN architecture, comprised of two successive convolutional layers (each layer having a kernel size of 3x21) and a max pooling layer, followed by two more convolutional layers (each having a kernel size of 4x21), and one fully connected layer. Each convolutional layer in the architecture was followed by a layer of activation with Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) nonlinearity. All the pooling layers had pooling region of size 2x2 with a stride of 2 along both the directions. The number of filters used for each of the convolutional layers was 10, with the fully connected layer having a total of 50 filters. The output of the CNN was a 50 dimensional feature vector that summarized the entire wavelet power spectrum. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are capable of capturing temporal patterns in the data [21, 32] . Standard RNNs are unidirectional, in the sense that input data is processed in temporal order. A shortcoming of this approach is that the RNNs are restricted to the use of previous context. BRNNs [49] provide a solution by processing the data in both forward and backward directions. Figure 4 shows a BRNN architecture unfolded in time for T time steps. The BRNN consists of a forward layer and a backward layer. The forward layer h f t is computed by processing the input data from t = 1, ...,T , and the backward layer h b t is computed by processing the input data from t = T , ..., 1 with output from both layers combined as follows:
Bidirectional recurrent neural network
In our model, the size of the hidden state in the forward and the backward layer was 50, with the output at each time step being a 100 dimensional vector. The output vectors y t obtained by processing the sequence of input data from t = 1, ...,T was then fed into an attention layer.
Attention layer
Paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (PAF) occurs as intermittent periods of AF scattered with episodes of normal sinus rhythm [35] . Thus, a soft attention mechanism [3, 61, 62] was employed on top of the BRNN so that more emphasis (or attention) could be put on windows with higher prevalence of AF. The attention mechanism can be formulated as follows -Let the outputs from the BRNN [y 1 , y 2 , ...., y T ] be combined into a matrix Y which is of size N x T , where T is the length of the input sequence and N is the size of output vector y t . The weighted output vector h at t of the attention layer is as follows -
h at t = Y α T (5) That is, α is a weight vector computed from matrix Y , and the output h at t calculated as a weighted sum of all the output vectors from the BRNN (h at t was a 100 dimensional vector).
Classification layer
The attention layer was then followed by a fully connected layer, the output of which was fed into a softmax regression layer. In addition to the features obtained from the BRNN, time series covariates were fed as inputs to the softmax regression layer. The output from the softmax layer corresponded to the likelihood of presence of AF in the input ECG segment.
RESULTS
Experimental setup
Of the 2850 patients, 80% of them were used for developing the model (training set) and the remaining 20% of the patients were used as the hold out test set. The training set consisted of a total of 2290 patients out of which 217 patients contained at least one episode of AF, and the testing set consisted of a total of 575 patients out of which 55 patients contained at least one episode of AF (we refer to an episode of AF as a 10 minute segment with >5% of AF burden). Splitting the recordings of each patient to 10 minute segments resulted in a total of 291,240 segments (21,542 AF segments) in the training set and 72,772 segments (5,419 AF segments) in the testing set.
Details regarding the training and development of the model are as follows: The batch size was fixed at 90 patients (70% Other Rhythm patients, 30% AF patients), with data randomly sampled (with replacement) in every epoch. The model was trained endto-end for a total of 200 epochs. RMSProp [57] was used as the [20] . A subset of the training set was used for hyper-parameter optimization. Area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) curve, Area under the precision recall (AU C pr ) curve, accuracy, specificity were calculated for both the training and the test sets. The sensitivity level was fixed at 0.85. All pre-processing of the data, time series covariates computation and wavelet decomposition were performed in Matlab [39] . The rest of the pipeline was implemented in python with CNN and BRNN implemented using Tensorflow [1] .
AF detection performance
First, a comparative analysis was done to evaluate the performance of the model based on % of AF burden. The % of AF burden determines the presence of AF in the 10 minute segments. The performance of the model with various thresholds on the AF burden are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that labeling segments as AF with AF burden >5% resulted in an AUC of 0.94 on the testing set. It should be noted that with increasing threshold on the AF burden, a majority of the segments containing PAF will be filtered out. The model trained on segments with >75% AF burden performed the best in comparison to the others, likely due to the absence of PAF segments (which are more difficult to detect). Since our goal was to detect both PAF and AF segments, we labeled segments with AF burden >5% as AF in all the following experiments. Conventionally, when RNNs are used in classification tasks the hidden state vector from the last time step alone is used for classification (no pooling). An alternative would be to compute the mean of all the hidden state vectors across all time steps, which is then used for classification (Mean pooling). A third alternative would be to use attention pooling which is described in Section 3.7. The performance of the model for the three kinds of pooling is shown in Table 2 . It can be observed that using an attention layer (AUC of 0.94 on the testing set) provided improvement in performance over the other two pooling methods. An interesting observation to note is that mean pooling (AUC of 0.91 on the testing set) had a lower performance compared to performing no pooling (AUC of 0.92 on the testing set) at all. Finally, a comparative study was performed to assess the importance of Spectrogram based features and time series covariates towards detection of AF. Three separate models were trained and tested -a) Using only the features extracted from the spectrogram and feeding them into the BRNN, b) Using only the time series covariates and feeding to the softmax regression layer (baseline model) and c) Combining both the spectrogram based features and time series covariates. In addition to the above models, we also compared the performance of our model with the AF detection algorithm proposed by Carrara et al. [9] . As proposed in Carrara et al. [9] , the Coefficient of Sample Entropy, the average Detrended Fluctuation Analysis value and the Local Dynamics score were computed for every 10 minute segments in the dataset, and were fed to a softmax regression layer for AF detection. The results for the above outlined experiments have been tabulated in Table 3 . The baseline model had the lowest performance (AUC of 0.87 on the testing set) as compared to the other two models. It can be observed that by combining the spectrogram based features and the time series covariates, the model achieved an AUC of 0.94 on the testing set. 
Visualization of the extracted features
To understand the reason for the model to mis-classify the input ECG segments, we performed clustering on the features extracted from the deep learning pipeline and the time series covariates over 10 minute segments. We used t-SNE to perform the clustering [37] . The visualization of the clusters obtained on the testing data is shown in Figure 5a Figure 5c . Although, the two-dimensional embedding of the features only provides an approximate picture of the position of FP and FN cases, it sheds light on where the algorithm is most likely to disagree with the Holter monitor labels, which are known to be noise-prone [18] . Such points could make for potential candidates for active learning [50] , wherein a meta-learning algorithm can iteratively refine the labels by querying an oracle (one or more clinicians) for ground truth labels, and re-train the model accordingly.
Knowledge transfer across different source domains
In recent times, the success of deep learning has been largely in part due to the availability of extensively labeled datasets [23, 41, 52, 59] . Deep learning models are known to perform better when large sets of data is available. However, in practical scenarios especially in health care, access to such data is limited or not practical due to the amount of effort required. Transfer learning with deep neural networks provides a powerful framework to deal with such situations [8, 23, 24, 36, 55] . In particular, we were interested in exploring how to transfer knowledge between domains, when the distribution of the input features and labels change, but the task (in our case, AF detection) remain the same. Given two datasets, one containing ECG recordings from 2850 patients and the other containing PPG recordings from only 97 patients, we aimed to transfer the knowledge learned from the ECG recordings (source domain) to PPG recordings (target domain) for detecting AF. The target domain in our experiment was a dataset of PPG signals recorded using Samsung Simband watches (described in Section 2.2). We followed the same procedure as described in Section 3.1 for the wavelet decomposition and extraction of time series covariates from the PPG signal. We randomly split the patients as 80% for training and the remaining 20% for testing. We chose the same architecture that was used for the Holter ECG dataset, and we performed two experiments: a) We initialized the model with random weights and trained only on the Smart watch PPG dataset b) We initialized the variables in the model with the values learned from training on the Holter ECG dataset (Pre-trained model), and further refined the values with the Smart watch PPG training dataset. The improvement in performance obtained by using the pretrained weights on Holter ECG dataset is shown in Table 4 . We observe that when the model was learned from scratch (Model1), the model achieved an AUC of 0.94 on the testing set. Whereas when the model was fine tuned from a pre-trained model (Model2), the model achieved an AUC of 0.97 on the testing set. Comparing the testing set predictions of both the models, the p-value of comparing AUC curves [14] was 0.0075, indicating a significant improvement. We achieved two important goals from these experiments -First, we have shown that the model that was initially trained on ECG data could be fine tuned to detect AF in PPG data. Even though the two datasets were based on completely different types of input signal, the deep learning based model was able to learn features that was generalizable across both the domains and which were predictive of AF. Second, we have shown that in scenarios where limited data is available, we can successfully employ a model that is trained on a much larger cohort, and fine-tune it and still obtain significant improvements in performance. In our experiment, by using a pre-trained model that was trained on a large cohort of 2850 patients, to train on the Smart watch PPG dataset which had only 97 patients, we have showed an improved performance compared to training the model from scratch.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The major finding of this study is that combining spectral representation of cardiac pulsatile recordings with traditional indices of heart rhythm irregularity in a deep neural network framework results in better AF classification. This approach facilitates transferring of learned model parameters across recording modalities such as ECG and PPG, thus enabling accurate AF classification in settings with limited access to large patient cohorts for model training purposes. Moreover, our results indicate that the hierarchical architecture of a deep neural network with one or more image-based feature extraction layers, a sequential layer capable of passing temporal information, and an attention mechanism allows for accurate classification of paroxysmal AF.
A key property of deep neural networks that contribute to their ability to generalize well is learning of good representations of the data [6] . Here the notion of good is with respect to robustness to noise and invariance to factors that may contribute to irregularity of heart rhythms but may not be relevant to AF prediction. In the proposed method, this invariance is achieved through a combination of time-frequency representation, translation-invariance of CNN (due to the convolution operation and max pooling), and the attention mechanism that is capable of detecting important features independent of their actual position within a sequence of windows. For instance, having a higher heart rate shifts the position of the dominant frequency in the time-frequency plane representation of an ECG waveform, but the translation-invariance of the CNN makes the overall architecture robust to differences in baseline heart rates. Similarly, the time-frequency representation of a PPG waveforms exhibits dominant frequencies at the frequency of heart rate and the AF signature appears as an irregular distribution of power around this dominant frequency, and the CNN can effectively learn these irregular spectral patterns without getting confused by differences in heart rate across subjects.
Various methods have been proposed in the literature for AF detection based on studying the dynamics of beat-to-beat heart rate time series extracted from ECG [13, 15, 28, 34, 42, 44, 56] and PPG [43] . More recently, deep learning based methods have been shown to perform well in the context of AF detection. These deep learning based methods have harnessed the power of CNNs and RNNs [11, 45, 51] to capture the heart beat dynamics for detecting AF. All the previous works were designed for detection of AF over shorter segments of data (30 second to 90 second segments), and were not designed for the detection of paroxysmal AF which would require longer duration of data. In contrast, we consider ECG segments of 10 minute duration so as to capture paroxysmal AF which might occur as scattered episodes of AF in these segments. Rajpurkar et al. [45] trained a 34 layer CNN to detect arrythmia from single lead ECG time series. In their proposed algorithm, the authors intentionally selected patients exhibiting abnormal rhythms to deal with class imbalance for both training and testing data, however this does not represent the actual prevalence of the rhythms in a real world setting, and will lead to optimistic results in the performance of the model. It is mentioned in the paper that the dataset consisted of 64,121 ECG records from 29,163 patients, with each ECG record being 30 seconds in duration, which is roughly around two 30 second windows for every patient. This method of choosing the ECG records was rather ambiguous. In the Physionet 2017 challenge, Andreotti et al. [2] reimplemented the model proposed by Rajpurkar et al. [45] and they were ranked 30th in the challenge. This showed that employing a vanilla neural network (in this case a vanilla CNN) on raw input data will not always provide the best performance in AF detection, and suggests that it would be more effective to use a combination of domain specific features and neural networks for AF detection.
Attention mechanisms in neural networks are inspired from the mechanism of visual attention found in humans. Attention mechanisms for neural networks have been well studied in the context of image recognition [17, 29, 40] , and have only recently been applied to sequential prediction tasks. Some of the areas that they have been successfully applied to include neural machine translation [3] , image caption generation [60] , speech recognition [10] , and text summarization [47] . We employ a soft attention mechanism, which has the advantage that artificial segmentation of waveforms into positive and negative classes is not a pre-requirement of learning, but rather the algorithm is able to weight the different 30 seconds data segments to arrive at a final diagnosis of AF over the entire 10 minute window, in spite of occasional noise and non-AF rhythms within this window. Moreover, the attention mechanism can provide a measure of the burden of AF, by quantifying the proportion of the 10 minute window where the attention weights are significantly positive.
A major obstacle in application of machine learning techniques to clinical problems is the lack of acceptable clinical gold standards and scarcity of granular labels. Although, the PPG dataset utilized in this study was diligently annotated by multiple clinical adjudicators, the ECG dataset labels were obtained from automatic bedside Holter software, with a coarse overview by a single adjudicator for potential mislabeled cases of AF. Therefore, the ECG-based AF detection results provided in this work should be taken with some caution [11, 63, 64] . In fact, as demonstrated in Table 1 re-defining the labels as a function of AF burden had a significant impact on the performance of the classifier (AUC of 0.94 at 5% or more versus AUC of 0.97 at 75% or more AF burden over a 10 minute segment). Although, our main goal for using the ECG dataset was to utilize the resulting model, trained on a relatively large patient cohort, in a transfer learning framework for prediction of AF in a much smaller cohort of patients with PPG recordings from a smart watch. Nevertheless, the proposed ECG-based algorithm, in concert with the visualization tool presented in Figure 5 , can be used in an active learning framework to further refine the labels by consulting with an expert panel of clinicians.
The paradigm presented here sets the stage for a new generation of real-time predictive analytics with broad applications across the growing numbers of devices with heart rate sensors. The Holter ECG dataset is a large scale, diverse training set with many different sub-categories of AF (fast, slow, paroxysmal, etc). As we proved in this study, such a database enables the production of more accurate algorithms in other devices in which such large datasets may not exist. Most notably, AF detection from PPG signal acquired from a wristband device (such as the Simband) is extremely challenging, given the low signal to noise ratio from such devices. Utilization of large datasets such as that from Holter ECG dataset with transfer learning help to enable algorithms with accuracies that may provide real-time AF detection from PPG wristband devices.
In summary, this study provides a well-motivated deep learning architecture for detection of paroxysmal AF, and demonstrates clinically acceptable AF detection accuracies across different recording modalities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to consider the important problem of paroxysmal AF detection over long hours of recording using a deep learning framework with an attention mechanism. Our future work will be focused on prospective evaluation of the proposed technique in both intensive care unit patients and long-term recordings of patients with paroxysmal AF based on wearable technology.
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